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Format: Alpha carbon backbone
RP: Zcorp with plaster
Description:
Nitrogen and oxygen are two components of the air we breathe.
Bonded together as nitric oxide, they are an important signaling molecule that is involved in numerous physiological
processes including the protein S-nitrosylation. The human body cannot function without this effective process, but if
the regulation of this process breaks down, it can lead to common diseases such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer's.
Irregular nitroslyase and denitrolayse activities may be involved in these diseases, so they are important therapeutic
targets. This important process also allows blood vessels to expand, so they can transport more blood and retain
more oxygen. The key component, nitric oxide (NO), attaches to glutathione to give the S-nitrosoglutathione
molecule (GSNO). The NO from the GSNO then travels to a specific cysteine in a protein, which can affect the
properties of that protein. Using 3D printing technology, the Whitefish Bay SMART (Students Modeling A Research
Topic) Team is aiding its mentors as they research to figure out why the NO attaches to one cysteine specifically and
what exactly this process does. Doctor Timerghazin and Dmitry G. Khomyakov hypothesize that a positive amino acid,
such as arginine, catalyzes the NO transfer and causes it to jump to the specific cysteine. Discovering what Snitrolysation’s physiological role as well as why one cysteine is chosen over others could lead to developments in our
understanding of certain diseases that are linked to the erratic regulations of S-nitrolysation in the human body.

Specific Model Information:
Non-motif sections of the alpha carbon backbone are colored white.
Alpha helices are highlighted in light sky blue.
Beta sheets are highlighted in teal.
Amino acid Cys675, displayed in ball and stick and colored green, is active in the S-nitrosylation process.
Amino acids Cys652, Arg706 and Cys708, displayed in ball and stick and colored yellow, dark purple and
orange respectively, are potential factors in the S-nitrosylation process.
Hydrogen bonds within the beta sheets are colored cream.
Structural supports to stabilize the model are colored light purple.
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